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This article takes issue with the legitimacy of EU soft law instruments issued to deal with the COVID-19 crisis. Up to August 2020, we identified a total of 197 such instruments, and analysed the procedures for their adoption. We found little evidence of parliamentary involvement or stakeholder consultation, with COVID-19 soft law replicating decision-making patterns which have been constantly criticised in the literature as illegitimate and opaque. Giving due consideration to the exceptional nature of these measures, the article suggests some quick fixes which might increase, ex post factum, the legitimacy of these instruments.

I. INTRODUCTION

Soft law was the immediate go-to in order to deal with the COVID-19 crisis at the EU level. Soft law instruments are generally defined as rules of conduct that have no legal force but may have legal and practical effects; they have been employed since March 2020 to set out emergency arrangements for most European Union (EU) policies. In sectors such as competition and state aid, the consequences of the health crisis were dealt with exclusively through soft law. A Temporary Framework set out the conditions under which an impressive body of national measures, valued at around €3 trillion at the time of writing, have been approved by the Commission since the beginning of the pandemic. In general, EU soft law has been adopted for the management of the pandemic for issues as diverse as dealing with seasonal workers
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in the EU in the context of the COVID-19 outbreak,\(^5\) to providing guidance on how to restore transport\(^6\) and tourism\(^7\) services, and, most recently, on a common approach to restrictions of free movement.\(^8\)

The recourse to soft law in a time of crisis is understandable, given its flexibility and speedy adoption processes.\(^9\) Yet as experiences from former EU crises show, slipping into informality comes with important price tags in terms of the rule of law, as discussed by Kilpatrick in relation to the financial crisis.\(^10\) The dubious democratic credentials of soft law are well known. Writing about the soft ways in which the financial crisis was regulated, Dawson and de Witte noted that this altered the constitutional balance in Europe, warning that “especially at a time when the Union is venturing into redistributive politics, it needs to carefully protect its input legitimacy”.\(^11\) Kjaer agrees, while noting that a crisis of the law is undesirable as it might translate into a return to Europe’s grim past, comparing the post-financial crisis with the inter-war period.\(^12\) Shocks such as the financial crisis or the current COVID-19 crisis are thus risky for European integration, with Dawson and de Witte concurring with Habermas that another crisis could result in either a slippage into executive federalism or a turn to a fully fledged transnational democracy.\(^13\) Going for the latter, more optimistic scenario, Kjaer advises rebuilding the European democratic ship “in a step-by-step manner while still at sea”.\(^14\) With COVID-19, we argue that we should not wait for calm seas to start rebuilding work; consolidation can and should be done also during the storm. This is even more important if placed in the context of current debates surrounding on the one hand the wider challenges to democracy posed by pandemic management nationally and transnationally, and on the other hand, the rule of law crisis faced by the EU.

Against this background, we take issue with the legitimacy of COVID-19 EU soft law instruments. We analyse the procedures through which these instruments were adopted, with the goal of determining who was involved in the process of emergency soft


\(^7\) Communication from the Commission EU Guidance for the progressive resumption of tourism services and for health protocols in hospitality establishments – COVID-19 2020/C 169/01.


\(^14\) Kjaer, supra, note 12, 417–30.
law-making. As such, our analysis draws on the input/throughput/output legitimacy structure proposed by Scharpf\textsuperscript{15} and revised by Schmidt.\textsuperscript{16} The output dimension, understood as policy efficiency and outcomes, is deliberately left for further research, given the relatively young age of the instruments studied and the lack of comprehensive data. We understand input legitimacy as participation through “majoritarian institutions of electoral representation”,\textsuperscript{17} and, in this context, we find that the absence of the European Parliament in the process of COVID-19 soft law-making is worrying. In relation to throughput legitimacy, we are mostly interested in the dimensions of “transparency, inclusiveness and openness of governance processes”.\textsuperscript{18} In that connection, we acknowledge that the accountability of policy makers is a crucial element of throughput legitimacy but a complete discussion of this aspect exceeds the ambit of our paper.\textsuperscript{19} Instead, we focus primarily on the participation of the national level of governance, scientific bodies and other stakeholders in the process of soft law making.

In order to determine the levels of participation, we compiled a dataset comprising all soft law instruments issued up to August 2020 for dealing with COVID-19 which are listed on the Eur-Lex web page. The procedures for issuing soft law are not mentioned in the Treaty, yet they are sometimes listed in the text of the instrument itself or in press releases. A textual analysis of our dataset showed, as expected, low levels of parliamentary participation and consultation with national levels of governance, scientific bodies or other stakeholders. Sometimes, information related to consultations appears in press releases accompanying certain soft law, yet it is presented in an unsystematic way, impairing transparency.

The article proceeds as follows. Section II places the debate on legitimacy of EU COVID-19 soft law measures against the background of more general transnational discussions regarding the democratic credentials of public interventions to counteract the effects of the pandemic. As such, it shows that the weak legitimacy of soft law creates a danger for democratic slippage of the EU itself in times of COVID-19. Section III presents the results of our textual analysis of COVID-19 EU soft law. Section IV provides some concluding thoughts and policy recommendations.

II. EU SOFT LAW AS A DANGER TO THE LEGITIMACY OF COVID-19 INTERVENTIONS

There is no secret that the current health crisis is generating a massive shock for many of the world’s political systems. This article contributes to the emerging rich body of

\textsuperscript{15} F Scharpf, \textit{Governing in Europe: Effective and Democratic} (Oxford University Press 1999).


\textsuperscript{17} As summarised by Schmidt, ibid, 5.


\textsuperscript{19} For instance, judicial accountability. For thoughts on the other dimensions of the Scharpf/Schmidt taxonomy, see Ştefan, supra, note 9.
literature unveiling the risk of democratic slippage in terms of the pandemic, and shows that, unfortunately, the EU reaction is not free from criticism. This is primarily because of the weak legitimacy credentials of the legal instruments chosen to tackle the COVID-19 crisis, which are for the most part soft law.

1. COVID-19 and democracy

Amat et al reviewed the literature on the political effects of natural disasters and economic shocks and noted that these can affect both democracies and autocracies.20 Most recently, the COVID-19 crisis was connected with the turmoil in Belarus, where it had the potential to topple the Lukashenko regime,21 resonating with previous research showing that negative shocks can contribute to democratisation.22 Similarly, democracies might also suffer, with trust and cooperation affected negatively by restrictions imposed to control the virus, such as social distancing.23 At the very basic level, pandemics can impact the organisation of elections, and such activities have been already disrupted and continue to be disrupted worldwide by COVID-19.24

What it is not yet settled however, is how far the effects of this shock will extend, and especially what is the impact for democracy. The crisis raises important dilemmas “between globalism and nationalism, between public health and civil liberties and between political and technocratic governance”25. All these are reflected in public intervention against the pandemic in the EU Member States. The empirical evidence gathered by Amat et al from Spain shows worrying trends. As COVID-19 reduces public trust in politicians, individuals appear to prefer technocratic governance and authoritarian leadership. Similarly, people appear ready to give up civil liberties in order to protect public health.26 Conversely, relying on a survey auspiciously fielded right before and right after the start of the lockdown in Western Europe, Bol et al conclude that trust in government and satisfaction with democracy increased following the COVID-19 crisis.27

Similar divergent accounts were registered in relation to individuals’ perceptions vis-à-vis European intervention. A German study shows that the COVID-19 crisis is likely to influence European integration positively, with citizens who were concerned

25 Amat et al, supra, note 20, 7.
26 ibid, 22.
with contacting the virus supporting a more cohesive EU. The Spanish study by Amat et al revealed a strong preference for national responses to the COVID-19 crisis. Coordinated European action, on the other hand, seems to be preferred by the population for tackling other global problems, such as climate change or terrorism.

As to the ways in which the EU will exit the COVID-19 crisis, Fabbrini imagines three potential routes: one in which solidarity will prevail and will cohesively transform EU polity; a return to the market; or a slippage into autocracy and nationalism. An optimistic account is presented by Riddervold et al in a book on EU crises. Out of three possible scenarios to exit a crisis such as COVID-19, namely an EU breakup, a more integrated EU, or an EU muddling through crises, data suggest that the latter is most likely. Based on previous responses to the financial crisis, the migration crisis, Brexit and populism, Riddervold et al did not find evidence of institutional breakdowns, with EU institutions showing resilience and potentially even gaining more influence. Thus, even though initially the EU was slow to mobilise, there are high chances that it will muddle through just fine, potentially finding new creative ways to go forward, yet not excluding negative consequences for democracy in the long run.

This brief account shows just how hard it is to predict the consequences of the COVID-19 crisis for the future of the EU. Yet the democratic concern is a real one, and it is shared by general emergency literature as well, with authors warning, even before 2020, that exceptional circumstances such as this one might be misused in order to consolidate the power of the executive. Delegation to the executive has occurred extensively during the COVID-19 crisis at the national level, for example the Irish Health Act 2020, delegating extraordinary powers to the Minister of Health, or the UK Coronavirus Act 2020 granting new powers to the government in the area of public health. Such delegation has not been without controversy. The UK has a legislative framework that could have been used instead, namely the Civil Contingencies Act 2004. Blick and Walker argued that with the Coronavirus Act 2020 the UK government has avoided key constitutional safeguards and stripped the
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29 Amat et al, supra, note 20, 25.


31 M Riddervold et al (eds), The Palgrave Handbook of EU Crises (Palgrave 2021, forthcoming).


UK Parliament of important powers. Part of the problem, as correctly identified by Greene, was that many parliaments could not really sit during the crisis, due to various rules of procedure. However, the same cannot be said of the EU Parliament, which adapted to the prevailing system of work-from-home, and created, from late March, platforms for video-conferencing for large multilingual meetings as well as for remote voting.

At the EU level there was no similar delegation of powers to the executive, as in the UK or the Republic of Ireland. Yet as we will come to show, the vast majority of instruments issued to deal with the COVID-19 crisis were soft law instruments issued by the EU’s executive body, the Commission. The critiques expressed above of the potential of the crisis to increase the weight of technocratic over democratic governance therefore also apply in relation to the EU. Issued with generally little to no involvement from stakeholders or the European Parliament, such instruments follow procedures that tend to circumvent the more legitimate but costly ways to make decisions. It is to these critiques that the article now turns.

2. Weak legitimacy credentials of soft law: not the most democratic in times of crisis?

EU soft law has been under the cross-fire almost since its inception. As early as 1968, the European Parliament was warning about the dangers associated with the proliferation, by the Council, of acts not mentioned in the Treaty, notably the circumvention of decision-making formalities, regarding the consultation of the Parliament and the right of initiative of the Commission. EU institutions’ recourse to soft law was also perceived to encroach on Member State competences, with the French Conseil d’État condemning the profusion of Council decisions and resolutions, as well as of Commission communications. More recently, in its 2007 Resolution, the European Parliament took a very critical approach, holding that “the use of soft law is liable to circumvent the properly competent legislative bodies, may flout the principles of democracy and the rule of law under Article 6 of the EU Treaty, and also those of subsidiarity and proportionality”.

39 Greene, supra, note 36, 57 et seq.
Such objections have been explained by Dawson as “inter-institutional wrangling”, and rather harmless with regard to the legitimacy of European law-making.44 As argued by Snyder, the European Parliament’s involvement in the decision-making process could even increase through the intermediary of soft law measures such as inter-institutional agreements.45 Preparatory and informative soft law instruments might fulfil an important function in the pre-legislative stage, because it is through these means that the Parliament is informed and consulted on future legislation.46 Yet Eislet and Slominski disagree, and consider soft law detrimental to the European Parliament. They show that, regardless of the timid benefits described above, the bargaining power of the Parliament remains the same, as the outcome of the final negotiations on legislation can depart from the content of the inter-institutional agreement.47

With regard to stakeholder consultations in soft law decision-making, the relevant procedures are famously unsystematic, a problem that is neither new nor EU-specific.48 As noted by Baldwin, “consultative procedures are less rigorously adopted and structured in relation to rules whose binding nature is uncertain”.49 Writing about the open method of communication (OMC), Kröger noted that democratic credentials were shallow in practice given the informality of stakeholder participation, which resulted in an uneven representation that disproportionately favoured technocratic and bureaucratic views as opposed to substantive political or functional ones.50 A major downside identified in this regard was the untransparent character of the procedures and the lack of judicial accountability. Writing about soft law in the environmental field, Scott reached similar conclusions, noting that public consultations are generally happenstance, and that there is little information as to how they occur.51

Kajer notes that the increasing importance of informal methods of decision-making and of new governance is a crisis of legally constituted public power. In this process, the normative integrity and the functional capacity of the law is challenged. Speaking about the informal transfer of fiscal policy from Member States to the EU, Kjaer warns about a potential circumvention of democratic, law-based decision-making processes.52 This is because the Europeanisation of fiscal policy undermines the

handling of fiscal policy through democratic decision-making ways at the national level, which is especially problematic given that such legitimate law-making cannot be replicated at the EU level. To a certain extent, the same reflections can also apply in relation to the current COVID-19 crisis management through (informal) soft law, and we argue that in this context the choice of legal instrument matters greatly.

III. THE LEGITIMACY OF COVID-19 SOFT LAW

The virtues of soft law in catalysing cooperation have been praised since the time of the A/H1N1 pandemic, as it leaves enough margin for states to construct their responses in accordance with national specificities. In the case of COVID-19, faced with an initial lack of cooperation from the Member States, the EU ultimately attempted to achieve convergence through the intermediary of an ever-increasing amount of soft law. The instruments setting the scene were, among others, a Communication on a coordinated economic response to the COVID-19 outbreak, dealing with the immediate response to the crisis, as well as a Joint Statement from the European Council followed up by two Roadmaps by the Council and the Commission on strategies and measures to end the lockdowns. These instruments, mainly of a steering nature, were soon followed by a substantive body of soft law, issued mostly by the European Commission under unprecedented time pressure.

These instruments cover various areas, each pertaining to different parcels of EU power. For instance, public health remains essentially a national competence, with a limited number of specific areas where the Union can intervene in order to support, coordinate or encourage policies and cooperation as per Article 168 TFEU. Researchers argue that the EU has more competences than one can discern at first sight in order to tackle the pandemic. However, Article 168(5) TFEU specifically provides for (formal) acts adopted under the ordinary legislative procedure – and not soft law – in order to improve human health and to combat major cross-border health scourges.

Furthermore, soft law was also issued in areas of exclusive EU competence – such as state aid or competition, where such instruments are a common feature of governance, and are relied on in order to interpret hard law. Yet the line between interpreting and adding to hard law provisions is famously thin, and the potential of such instruments to slip into the realm of ultra vires is high. Finally, it is tricky to regulate through soft law topics straddling between fundamental rights on the one hand and public health on the other. An example is contact tracing, which needs to be

58 Scott, supra, note 51, 329.
constructed in a proportional fashion both from a technical and regulatory perspective in order to strike the delicate balance between these two ideals.\(^{59}\) In this regard, authors have recommended that the EU and national levels work together towards suitable national implementation and flexible interpretation of central EU guidance.\(^{60}\)

Seeking to address potential remedies to the legitimacy deficit of soft law, and trying to fill an important gap in the literature providing empirical evidence on the participatory reality of EU soft law-making,\(^{61}\) this article analyses the procedures through which COVID-19 EU soft instruments were issued. Section III.1 gives a brief account of our methods, with results presented in Section III.2 below.

### 1. A word on methodology

We worked on a dataset that we established in August 2020 by running a search through the 383 documents that the Eur-Lex database qualifies as “COVID-19 EU law”.\(^{62}\) Among these documents, we have selected the measures that, according to the definition provided in our Introduction, qualify as “soft law” measures. A total of 197 documents were identified. Table 1 provides an overview of the types of soft law measures that have been examined.

In our analysis, we agree that the legitimacy of soft law should be evaluated according to “dynamic” criteria, making use of national or subnational channels of governance, including peer review, and relying on hybrid combinations of traditional “Community” law and soft law.\(^{63}\) Van Dam suggested the publication of soft law instruments, and the creation of a democratic decision-making process for soft law, including greater national involvement in soft law-making.\(^{64}\) A similar conclusion was reached by Borras and Radaelli who used demoicratic standards to assess the OMC. These standards apply to transnational settings and purport the interaction between citizens and states in European law-making processes.\(^{65}\) Reviewing various studies, Borras and Radaelli reached the conclusion that the “demoicratic quality of the OMC hinges on the demoicratic quality of domestic institutions”.\(^{66}\) On the basis of this literature, we
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searched our dataset to identify traces of consultations between the Commission and various other bodies, namely:

1. The European Parliament
2. National authorities, including specialised administrations such as competition authorities, network industry regulators, etc
3. Relevant EU or national scientific bodies or agencies
4. Other stakeholders – such as NGOs, or businesses.

In particular, we have searched whether any of the keywords “stakeholder*”, “particip*”, “consult*” recurred in any of the identified soft law documents. We have further excluded documents in which these terms are used, but not in any of the four dimensions presented above. That reduced the sample to 27 soft law measures, divided as in Table 2.

Section III.2 outlines our findings. However, the limitations of our research need to be spelled out at the outset. Because of our reliance on keywords, the results cannot capture situations in which some sort of consultation or participation has occurred but the document itself either does not refer to it at all, or refers to it in different terms than those that we used for our search. Such is the situation of the Temporary Framework on State Aid. In this case, the Commission informed the general public about the consultations it carried out through the intermediary of press releases. Such unsystematic recording of the decision-making process is a finding in itself, perhaps raising issues related to institutional openness and transparency. For illustration purposes, the next subsection also looks at the consultations for the Framework, as they transpire from the press releases. In the interest of openness, we conclude that the Commission should make public, as far as possible, the text of these consultations, even if ex post factum.

| Table 1. Overview of COVID-19 EU soft law measures |
|-------------------------------|-----|
| Notices                       | 68  |
| Reports                       | 32  |
| Communications                | 30  |
| Recommendations for a recommendation | 29 |
| Recommendations               | 14  |
| Conclusions                   | 7   |
| Staff working documents        | 5   |
| Guidelines                    | 4   |
| Joint communications           | 4   |
| Opinions                      | 2   |
| Announcements                 | 1   |
| Statements                    | 1   |

2. Findings

The most significant finding – or absence – is that the European Parliament is, as expected, non-existent in the soft law-making processes. This might seem extraordinary given that, in a Resolution, the Parliament itself called for the intervention of various EU bodies to set up a coordinated action to combat the pandemic.68 Parliament appears attentive to the various topics dealt with COVID-19 soft law measures. For instance, the issue of data protection and COVID-19-related apps was one of the topics of the same parliamentary Resolution.69

From a sheer quantitative perspective, it can be observed that direct references to participation and consultation occur in a very small minority of COVID-19 EU soft law measures (27), amounting to less than 15% of the total. At a closer look, only six documents provide the information that prior consultation with EU or national authorities or with relevant stakeholders was carried out. Of those six, only two directly concern the management of the emergency situation created by COVID-19,70 with the remaining four only peripherally touching upon the pandemic.71 In the two soft law measures directly relating to the situation generated by COVID-19, reference is made to the fact that the European Center for Disease Prevention and Control was consulted prior to the adoption of the measures.

69 ibid.
70 Communication from the Commission towards a phased and coordinated approach for restoring freedom of movement and lifting internal border controls – COVID-19, C(2020) 3250 final; Joint European Roadmap towards lifting COVID-19 containment measures, 2020/C 126/01.
71 Communication from the Commission amending the Annex to the Communication from the Commission to the Member States on the application of Articles 107 and 108 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union to short-term export-credit insurance 2020/C 101 I/01; Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions – EU strategy for a more effective fight against child sexual abuse COM/2020/607 final; Communication from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council – State of play as regards the situation of non-reciprocity in the area of visa policy; Joint Communication to the European Parliament, the European Council, the Council, the European Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions – Eastern Partnership policy beyond 2020 Reinforcing Resilience – an Eastern Partnership that delivers for all COM/2020/119 final.
It thus emerges that the participatory and consultative dimension of COVID-19-related EU soft law is close to nil. More significantly, absent the European Parliament, the democratic input in the decision-making process has been non-existent. All is not entirely bleak, as in certain instruments, discussed below, the Commission promises to undertake consultations (i); other instruments set up national and European feedback loops similar to the open method of co-ordination (ii); and finally, traces of consultations can be found in press releases accompanying soft law instruments (iii).

a. Promises to undertake consultations

We found 22 measures in which the Commission pledges to consult either stakeholders or Member States at later stages of the implementation of the activities foreseen in the relevant soft law measure, or where the Commission encourages Member States to set up consultation procedures or ensure participatory processes. For example, in the Communication from the Commission titled “Guidelines on seasonal workers in the EU in the context of the COVID-19 outbreak”, the Commission invites Member States to consider, among other matters, the possibilities of including seasonal workers in consultation and participation mechanisms dealing with questions relating to safety and health at work. In the same document, the Commission pledges to continue working with EU-OSHA to collect information on good practices in occupational health and safety aspects affecting seasonal workers, and to make them available to the relevant stakeholders at national and EU levels, including through a dedicated information campaign targeted at these workers.

Similarly, in the Commission Communication titled “EU Guidance for the progressive resumption of tourism services and for health protocols in hospitality establishments – COVID-19”, the Commission pledges to continue working with Member States’ public authorities, tourism stakeholders and international organisations to facilitate the implementation of the guidance, and encourages Member States authorities to work closely with stakeholders in the elaboration of infection prevention and control measures and protocols.

b. Soft law providing for the cooperation with national levels of governance

A more systematic cooperation with national levels of governance is sometimes required by COVID-19 soft law. For example, the Commission recommendation on a common EU toolbox for the use of technology and data to address the COVID-19 crisis (the Commission Toolbox) replicates new governance mechanisms, such as the OMC. This instrument laid the foundations for the adoption, together with the Member States, of a toolbox to deal with the pandemic, aiming at coordinating approaches to using mobile applications for social distancing, warning, preventing and contact

72 See supra, note 5.
73 See supra, note 6.
tracing, as well as using data to model and predict the evolution of the virus. The recommendation provided for mechanisms roughly similar to the European Semester or OMC cycles, whereby countries needed to report on the actions taken, with the Commission likely to issue further recommendations upon assessment.

As a result of these processes, several instruments were agreed, such as interoperability guidelines, technical specifications and the set-up of the gateway service. While future research will undoubtedly look into the ways in which these instruments were adopted, for the purposes of our article it is important to note that the Commission Toolbox catalysed the cooperation of the national level of governance, while bringing to the forefront networks of national authorities, such as eHealth.

c. The example of the Temporary Framework on State Aid: consultations mentioned in the press releases

Sometimes, as happened in the case of the Temporary Framework on State Aid, one can see from various press releases that the Commission did undertake consultation, at least with Member States, probably at ministerial level. The state aid policy of the European Commission came very much into the spotlight during the COVID-19 crisis, as Member States needed to come to the rescue of their economies severely hit by the public health emergency and the various lockdowns. As provided for in Article 107(1) TFEU, state aid is in principle prohibited in the EU, and individual measures need to be approved by the European Commission. In deciding on exemptions, the Commission follows the regime of Article 107(2) and (3), enjoying the discretion to determine the compatibility of various projects with the internal market. In particular, Article 107(3)(b), excepting aid to remedy a serious disturbance in the economy of a Member State from the Treaty prohibition on state aid has been instrumental during the pandemic. The need for an EU-wide application of this exception was soon obvious, and the Commission issued a Temporary Framework providing for a quicker approval process. Indeed, as a follow up to the Framework, numerous measures have been approved by the Commission – and published on the website.

A Statement from Commissioner Vestager informs us that work on the document was accelerated by the measures adopted by Member States. A draft was sent to the Member

76 See the documents available at <ec.europa.eu/health/ehealth/key_documents_en#anchor0>.
78 For an outline of the increasing importance of this network in recent years see C Bérut, “The European Union as an opportunity: structures and uses of European soft law in French, Austrian and Irish eHealth policies” (2020) West European Politics <DOI:10.1080/01402382.2020.1739881>.
79 Communication from the Commission of 20 March 2020, Temporary Framework for State aid measures to support the economy in the current COVID-19 outbreak 2020/C 91 I/01.
States for consultation only three days before the publication of the Framework itself. The full text of the consultation document is not publicly available, and it is impossible to gauge the level of national participation or participation of the institutions of the Member States involved. However, the press release contains a summary, from which it emerges that the initial threshold provided by the Commission for direct grants or tax advantages was lower than it was in the final text.82

The rapidly evolving situation prompted the need to update the Framework for the first time only two weeks later. Again, the full consultations are not published on the website of the Commission, but by comparing the accompanying Commission Statement83 with the final version of the text published only one week later we can see that the main points proposed by the Commission made it into the amended Framework.84

The second amendment concerns the extension of the Framework to recapitalisation measures, with a consultation document sent to the Member States only five days after the publication of the first amendment.85 The Commission was planning to have the updated Framework ready by the following week, but publication occurred one month later, understandably so given the complexity of issues at stake – and perhaps, also due to the extensive discussions with the Member States.86 There is still little transparency regarding the consultations undertaken, what voices were heard and how these voices were represented in the final text.

The third amendment followed some two months later.87 The Statement88 announcing consultations summarises the intention to further support micro, small and start-up companies and incentivise private investments, with the third amendment adopted along these lines. However, there is still little transparency as to how such consultations were conducted.89

Biondi argues that, given the urgency of this health crisis, the Commission should not be blamed for not having consulted widely.90 Similarly, Greene makes a powerful case that, with pandemics, exceptional emergency measures, even if put in place by the executive, are likely to have only a minimal impact on the powers of the democratically elected legislature. He argues that the restrictions of rights and liberties are bound to be

90 Biondi, supra, note 80.
more limited than in the case of terrorism emergency measures, which are usually taken against a targeted group, and tend to be in place in the long term. In case of pandemics, restrictions cover the entire population, which makes it difficult to sustain them in the long run, given the reduced popular support as well as their high costs. Thus, with COVID-19, one can expect a rush to normalcy before the danger is really over, rather than a disproportionate continuation of restrictive policies by the executive.\textsuperscript{91} We only partly agree with these positions. First, while comprehensive consultations of all stakeholders (such as businesses) are difficult to conduct in emergency circumstances, the experiences of drafting and amending the state aid Framework show that some form of exchange with the Member States at the ministerial level is always possible. We argue that in order for legitimacy to be preserved it is important for European institutions, and the Commission as main soft law-maker, to be as open as possible, for instance, the proceedings of the consultations that were undertaken need to be published as soon as feasible. Second, the complete lack of parliamentary involvement is problematic even if it is for a short period of time and concerns only temporary measures. It would be indeed difficult to determine a certain \textit{de minimis} temporary rule for the infringement of democratic principles. Besides, it is not excluded that emergency measures could have important institutional spill-over effects after the crisis, entrenching the power of the executive or destabilising the institutional balance.

\textbf{IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS}

The starting point for this article was that the democratic credentials of EU soft law are a well-known problem for this type of regulatory instrument, nationally and transnationally. Yet the use of soft law to deal with crisis situations such as COVID-19 presents even more acute dangers for democracy in the EU. Praised for its flexibility and fast adoption procedures, soft law scores typically rather low with respect to transparency and openness in its adoption procedures. The article empirically tested this position with respect to soft law issued in the context of the COVID-19 crisis. As shown above, the democratic credentials of EU COVID-19 soft law are extremely low, as it was issued with no involvement from the European Parliament and with minimal and unsystematic consultation with stakeholders, national authorities and scientific bodies.

This is problematic for the very efficacy of the emergency soft law. Given that soft law is not legally binding, top-down enforcement through courts or the European Commission is difficult.\textsuperscript{92} In such cases, the trust of the population needs to be enlisted in order to ensure voluntary compliance. One solution for trust is institutional openness, understood both as a requirement to transparently communicate to the

\textsuperscript{91} Greene, supra, note 36, p 66.

public the various rules and processes,\textsuperscript{93} and as participation.\textsuperscript{94} Also, important safeguards for the rule of law, such as parliamentary and judicial controls, were deemed crucial for the effectiveness of emergency measures.\textsuperscript{95} Accountability, one of the dimensions of throughput legitimacy according to Schmidt, comes thus to the forefront. Writing about Norway, Christensen and Laegreid note that the key to crisis management lies in a dynamic combination of democratic legitimacy and government capacity.\textsuperscript{96} Citizen trust has been fuelled in Norway through a transparent collaboration between political, administrative and professional fora. Interestingly, non-binding guidance was employed for the stricter measures, and cooperation and consensus worked better than coercion.\textsuperscript{97} As observed by Christensen and Laegreid, communication with the public was paramount in the Norwegian case, suggesting that transparent approaches to tackling the pandemic are more successful.

What’s left for the EU to do now? Pontificating that the Parliament should have been involved in the issuing of soft law, or that stakeholders and the national levels of governance should have been consulted more thoroughly, is of little help if no solutions are offered for future crisis measures, potentially by adopting hard law outlining a detailed procedure to deal with emergencies. Obviously, measures to tackle pandemics need to be taken in a swift manner. Yet short deadlines could be devised for stakeholder consultations and parliamentary input could be sought quickly through the urgency procedure provided for in Article 163 of the Rules of Procedure (an article that has been used for several Regulations). Examples from the Member States show successful involvement from parliaments in tackling the crisis. The Finnish Parliament, for example, has been far from excluded from the management of the crisis even though day-to-day measures have been implemented mainly through recommendations.\textsuperscript{98}

As for the measures that have already been taken, there is still time to mend the legitimacy of COVID-19 soft law and to increase public trust. First, in the short term, where the Commission did decide to consult stakeholders (such as private organisations and businesses) or national authorities (such as competition authorities, or other sector regulators), the relevant consultation documents, where available, should be published to increase the transparency of the process. Second, whenever the Commission pledged to consult the Member States, it should follow up on this
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promise and also communicate about its action and about the actors involved. Similarly, processes such as the consultations and reporting cycle put in place by the Commission Toolbox need to be monitored and, if successful, the lessons learnt from this process should be replicated. If the Union is to adopt legislation on how to deal with future emergencies, one of the guiding principles could be, for instance, that national levels of governance are involved in the decision-making processes. This can be done through formal consultations of the national parliaments, national administrations or regulatory authorities, but also by putting in place mechanisms that would foster rapid informal cooperation and mutual learning.

To conclude, while consultation and participation in soft law-making might not be the “silver bullet” that will rescue the EU from its democratic deficit, we argue that enhancing the transparency and openness of the process of adopting soft law measures is certainly a step in the right direction and might ultimately also increase acceptance of the measures thus enacted. This finding does not apply only to emergency measures, but, in the long run, more work is needed to increase transparency and participation in EU soft law.99